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Release Notes 

Public Patch Release 1469 (2013-06-07) 

1. Origin Product/Version 

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.2.1-rev3 
Open-Xchange Server 6 backend 7.2.1-rev3 

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release 

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.2.1-rev4 
Open-Xchange Server 6 backend 7.2.1-rev4 

3. Bugs fixed with this Patch Release 

26926 Long latency when downloading exported E-Mail 
 Downloading E-Mail as .eml file did take a long time. This was caused by 

mail backends that report incorrect file sizes of certain messages. These 
file sizes then got added via the Content-Length HTTP header for the 
download operation. Since the reported Content-Length exceeded the 
actual file size, browsers waited for more information, which never got 
delivered and eventually stopped the timeout after a certain time. This 
has been fixed by dropping “Content-Length” information from the 
download response. 

 26881 E-Mail attachments get corrupted within Outlook 
When using Microsoft Outlook in combination with OXtender 2 for 
Microsoft Outlook, E-Mail attachments that exceed a certain size got 
corrupted during the synchronization process. This behavior did not 
corrupt the original E-Mail, however users may have synchronized E-Mail 
with broken attachments that do not get auto-repaired by this bugfix. 
 
To restore broken attachments within Outlook, users have to perform 
the following steps within the OX web interface to trigger re-
synchronization of the affected messages. DO NOT try to move 
corrupted messages within Outlook - that may also corrupt the original 
message in the process. 
1. Stop Outlook, login to the web interface. 
2. Move mails with broken attachments to another E-Mail folder. 
3. Start Outlook and wait for the synchronization process to finish, check 
that the moved messages have been synchronized to their new folder. 
4. At the web interface, move the affected messages back to the original 
folder. Wait for the synchronization process to finish. 
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Changes of Configuration Files 

- none - 

Changes of Database Schemes 

- none - 

Changes of Command Line Tools 

- none  - 

Changes of Behavior 

- none - 

Changes of Packaging 

- none - 

Changes of Front-End Customizations 

- none - 

4. Changes relevant for Developers 

Changes of the HTTP API 

- none - 

Changes of the RMI API 

- none - 

Changes of the SOAP API 

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API 

- none - 

Changes of the GUI-API 

- none - 

5. Tests 

 The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.  
To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and 
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
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setup. 
 In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed 
 behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not 
 expect other side effects. 
 

6. Fixed bugs 

26926, 26881 


